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Assuming that the early universe had (i) a description using perturbative string theory and
its field theory limit (ii) an epoch of slow-roll inflation within a four-dimensional effective field
theory and a hierarchy of scales Minf < mkk < ms .Mpl that keeps the latter under control,
we derive an upper bound on the amplitude of primordial gravitational waves. The bound is
very sensitive to mild changes in numerical coefficients and the expansion parameters. For
example, allowing couplings and mass-squared hierarchies . 0.2, implies r . 0.05, but asking
more safely for hierarchies . 0.1, the bound becomes r . 10−6. Moreover, large volumes –
typically used in string models to keep backreaction and moduli stabilisation under control –
drive r down. Consequently, any detection of inflationary gravitational waves would present
an interesting but difficult challenge for string theory.
The recent first detection of gravitational waves in the fabric of spacetime [1] opens up an
entirely new and powerful way to study our Universe. One very exciting but challenging prospect,
is the measurement of primordial gravitational waves (PGWs) produced in the very early universe.
During the inflationary epoch [2, 3]1, the quantum fluctuations in the inflaton and metric ten-
sor fields stretched to observables scales [6], setting up the initial conditions for structure growth.
These density (scalar) perturbations and gravitational (tensor) waves are measured in the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) emitted during the epoch of recombination. In particular, whilst
the dominant contribution to the CMB temperature anisotropies is from density perturbations,
gravitational waves lead to B-modes in the CMB polarisation [7, 8]. These B-modes are being
searched for by a wide range of ground-based, balloon and satellite experiments (see [9] for a re-
view), with current bounds on the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r, from BICEP/Keck set at r < 0.07
[10] and sensitivities from future satellites such as PRISM expected to reach r ∼ 10−4 [11]. More-
over, searches for B-modes in the lensing distortions of the 21 cm radiation emitted by hydrogen
atoms during the reionisation epoch could potentially measure primordial gravitational waves as
small as r ∼ 10−9 [12]. Another promising possibility is the direct detection of PGWs with laser
interferometry (see [13] for a review).
Although PGWs are a robust prediction of inflation, their amplitude depends on the inflationary
model, and in particular the inflationary energy scale. Analysis of the primordial scalar and
tensor perturbations, together with the measured amplitude of scalar perturbations [14], gives the
following relation between PGWs and the energy density ρinf during inflation:
Minf ≡ ρ1/4inf ≈
( r
0.1
)1/4 × 1.8× 1016GeV . (1)
This relation assumes a single, canonically normalised scalar field, minimally coupled to gravity
and slowly rolling down an almost flat potential during the scales probed by the CMB. It tells us
something very important: because the dependence on r is very weak, the inflationary scale is close
to the GUT scale (1) for values of r as small as r ∼ 10−5!
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1 See [4] and [5] for alternative models of the early universe.
2Moreover, the tensor-to-scalar ratio is also related to the evolution of the inflaton field. Assuming
conservatively that r remains approximately constant during the inflationary period probed by the
CMB, the inflaton must satisfy the so-called Lyth bound (taking into account that r does not
remain constant the bound is much stronger [15]) [16, 17]:
∆φ
MPl
& 2×
( r
0.01
)1/2
. (2)
Therefore, it is clear that an observation of primordial gravitational waves with r ∼ 10−1 − 10−2
would fix the scale of inflation to be around the GUT scale and the inflaton field range to be
super-Planckian. In other words, an observation of primordial gravitational waves would imply
that inflation is highly sensitive to quantum gravity effects.
The intrinsic sensitivity of inflation – and especially large field inflation with observable gravi-
tational waves – to Planck scale physics has motivated a vast amount of work searching for viable
models within string theory. Natural inflation [18], axion monodromy [19, 20] and fibre inflation
[21] are the leading candidates for large field inflation in string theory, with much interest generated
from their predictions of observable gravitational waves. The main focus in developing these mod-
els has been a string theoretic derivation of the inflaton potential in regimes where backreaction
and moduli stabilisation are well under control.
However, any string model of inflation has to feature the following hierarchy of scales [22–25]:
MPl & ms & mkk > Minf , (3)
where ms =
√
α′ is the mass of the first excited string states and mkk ∼ 1/L the lightest Kaluza-
Klein mass. This is necessary in order to ensure that the four-dimensional effective field theory (4D
EFT) description is valid throughout the inflationary epoch. Indeed, during inflation the inflaton
must carry energy well below the UV cutoff of the 4D EFT, which is used to derive inflation and
its observables. In particular, if the inflaton carries energy greater than the compactification scale,
Minf & mkk, then physics is extra-dimensional, and if the inflaton energy is comparable to the
string scale, Minf ∼ ms, then one could not even use an EFT description to derive an inflation-
ary background and its observables. This would be surprising given the remarkable success that
inflation – as a particular class of 4D EFTs – has when compared to observations. One imme-
diately sees that for observable gravitational waves, where Minf ∼ 1016GeV, there is not much
room for these hierarchies to be achieved. Note morever that, when model building, further hier-
archies might be necessary. In the simplest effective single-field models of inflation, the condition
mkk > mmod > Minf , with mmod the lightest (time-dependent) mass of the (hundreds of) moduli
that have been truncated, would ensure that no large moduli kinetic energies are sourced as the
inflaton rolls over large field and potential energy ranges. Otherwise the full multifield potential
would have to be used to correctly identify a slow-roll trajectory and compute observables2. Also,
it has to be checked that the inflationary energy does not overcome barriers in the moduli potential
and lead to destabilisation [29].
The relationship between the string and the Planck scales in a generic compactification of
perturbative string theory is obtained by dimensional reduction of the ten-dimensional Einstein-
Hilbert term, in the supergravity limit, as:
Ms = MPl
gs√
4piV6
(4)
2 See [26–28] for some examples of how heavy moduli can affect inflation. Effects from a few fields (usually two
or three) with Hinf < mmod < Minf , are sometimes taken into account either by solving the 2-3 dimensional
system or integrating them out, assuming that moduli have negligible kinetic energies and follow adiabatically
their minimum. All other moduli are truncated.
3where gs is the string coupling, Ms = 1/`s is the string scale (with α
′ = `2s/(2pi)2) and V6 is the
possibly warped, string-frame volume of the six extra dimensions in string units. Then, using (1)
and (4), the tensor-to-scalar ratio can be written in terms of the hierarchies in (3):
r = 3.1× 108
(
Minf
mkk
)4(mkk
ms
)4( gs√V6
)4
. (5)
Note that r is very sensitive to mild changes in gs, volumes/curvatures (including numerical 2pi
factors) and mass hierarchies, due to the fourth powers in (5). Assuming V6l6s ∼ βL6 and asking for
mass-squared hierarchies3 and string coupling to be less than some small number, δ, this implies
V6 > β/((2pi)6δ3) and a simple bound4 on r:
r < 3.1× 108 (2pi)
12
β2
δ14. (6)
For example, assuming a torus with β ∼ (2pi)6, and asking conservatively that δ . 0.1 (so Minf ∼
0.3mkk ∼ 0.3ms) gives:
r . 3.1× 10−6 . (7)
Relaxing the couplings and mass hierarchies to δ . 0.2 (so Minf ∼ 0.45mkk ∼ 0.45ms) allows:
r . 0.05 . (8)
We see that any observable r from string theory will depend sensitively on explicit numerical factors
and, moreover, be right at the limits of validity of the 4D EFT.
Note that in explicit, controlled string constructions r tends to be small. For example, in axion
monodromy models, long warped throats within throats are used to prevent brane anti-brane
annihilation and suppress brane backreaction [19, 20]. The large internal volume then drives the
string scale down, and thus – via (3) and (1) – also Minf and r down. Similarly, fibre inflation is
realised using the LARGE volume scenario, where internal volumes are large order to keep moduli
stabilisation under control [21, 25]. Any claim of large r in string theory must examine carefully
whether numerical factors in explicit models allow the required hierarchy (3) to be achieved, and
check that corrections to the 4D EFT are sufficiently suppressed. For example, fiber inflation5
might achieve r ∼ 10−3 with V6 ∼ 125 and δ ∼ 0.2, plausibly at the limits of control.
Let us now comment on the robustness of the bounds obtained above. First, one could try to
evade the bounds by going to strong coupling gs > 1 or strong curvatures L/`s < 1, to drive ms,
mkk to higher values. But in such a case, eq. (4) would not be valid. In this case, one could always
perform a duality transformation to an equivalent weak coupling, weak curvature description and
return to the bound (7) with the same conclusions.
Also, the relationship between r and Minf in (1), and the Lyth bound (2), assume that inflation
was driven by a single, canonically normalised inflaton field slowly rolling down a flat potential.
One may wonder, therefore, if having more fields could help evade the bounds derived above.
Additional scalar fields provide an extra source of primordial scalar perturbations, but do not
affect the gravitational waves. It follows that (1) remains unchanged [30, 31]. Alternatively, we
may consider inflation driven by nontrivial kinetic effects rather than a flat potential (“k-inflation”
[32]). The non-canonical kinetic terms change the speed of sound for the scalar perturbations, but
again (1) remains unchanged [33]. On the other hand, the bounds may not apply to direct detection
of primordial gravitational waves, as these waves would correspond to scales vastly different to those
probed by the CMB.
Now in deriving the bounds we have on the other hand assumed (i) perturbative string theory
and its supergravity limit as a good description of the early Universe (ii) inflation within a four-
dimensional effective field theory, with a hierarchy of scales that controls the latter approximation.
3 Note that corrections to an EFT with cutoff Λ usually go as M2/Λ2.
4 See [23] for an earlier discussion of how the 4D EFT for inflation gives bounds relating r, gs annd V6.
5 See [25] for a further discussion on the robustness of fiber inflation.
4A detection of inflationary gravitational waves in the near future r ∼ 10−1 − 10−3 would therefore
suggest that the early Universe was very much at the limits of string perturbation theory and the
supergravity limit, and moreover at the limits of the validity of the 4D EFT. Whilst this would
make convincing string realisations of inflation even more challenging, where proper attention must
be paid to the required hierarchy of scales (3), it would be extremely exciting. Quantum gravity
would have left its imprints in the sky.
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